Introducing your new and improved Alumni Connect — the official alumni newsletter of the University of Miami. Check out our topics for news and feature about the U and your Miami Canes, information about alumni benefits and programming, fun facts, and more! Have a suggestion or feedback? Take this (very) quick survey and tell us what kind of content you'd like to see.
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That's the number of different species of wild animals that have been spotted in and around Lake Osceola, the University's man-made lake and the traditional setting for reworks during Alumni Weekend & Homecoming, happening this year November 5-6, 2021. Save the date!

It's time to learn something new

Not one, not two, but six massive open online courses are available to alumni at no cost. Have you completed one yet?

FROM COUNTING CANS TO HALL OF FAME INVENTOR

Farzanna Hashulla, M.D. '00, is dedicated to improving health equity of underserved and underrepresented communities.

Roberta Goode, B.S. '86, M.S.B.E. '92, rose from a life of poverty to become a successful inventor and role model for women in STEM fields.

LEARN MORE

EDUCATION FOR LIFE

Here are the numbers for the number of different species of wild animals that have been spotted in and around Lake Osceola, the University's man-made lake in Coral Gables, for the Canes during Alumni Weekend & Homecoming, happening in November 5-6, 2021. Save the date!
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Fun Fact:

That's the number of different species of wild animals that have been spotted in and around Lake Osceola, the University's man-made lake and the traditional setting for reworks during Alumni Weekend & Homecoming, happening this year November 5-6, 2021. Save the date!
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